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A B S T R A C T

In the present study, a thorough comparison of the infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) TC07–2/GVI-1 linage was
conducted by comparing the S1 gene sequences of GVI-1 viruses with those of viruses representing the estab-
lished genotypes and lineages. IBV GVI-1 strains were found to be closely genetically related to each other,
irrespective of where the viruses were isolated, and differed from other known IBV genotypes and lineages; thus,
it was confirmed that GVI represents a novel genotype. However, the GVI-1 viruses exhibited variable anti-
genicity when compared to each other. Further analysis found that strains CO8089L and CO8091L, which were
isolated in Colombia in 2003, were closely related to GVI-1 viruses, suggesting that GVI-1 viruses likely origi-
nated from Colombia and are prevalent in at least five countries (Colombia, China, the Republic of Korea, Japan,
and Vietnam). Analysis of the complete GVI-1 virus genomes suggested that the GVI-1 strains in China may be
independently derived from recombination events that occurred between GI-19 strains and CO8089L/CO8091L-
like viruses following the introduction of the viruses from Colombia. Similar to the viruses isolated in the
Republic of Korea, GVI-1 viruses isolated in China also showed an affinity for the respiratory tract of chickens,
which differed from one of the deduced parental viruses, the GI-19 strain. This difference may be due to re-
combination events that occurred in the genomes of the GVI-1 viruses, resulting in the replacement of the spike
gene sequences in an YX10-like strain of GI-19 lineage.

1. Introduction

Respiratory viral disease cases submitted to our laboratory have
yielded a high frequency of infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) isolations
compared to other respiratory pathogens (Xu et al., 2018). IBV is the
etiological agent of infectious bronchitis (IB), which is an acute and
highly contagious respiratory and urogenital viral disease that affects
domestic fowl (Gallus gallus) worldwide (Cavanagh, 2007), leading to
important economic losses related to mortality, severe egg drop, and
poor egg quality. IBV belongs to subgenus Igacovirus of genus Gamma-
coronavirus in the family Coronaviridae, and its genome consists of a
single positive sense RNA strand approximately 27.6 kb in length that
encodes four structural proteins: 1) spike (S) glycoprotein; 2) mem-
brane (M); 3) envelop (E); and 4) nucleocapsid (N), in addition to an
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and at least four accessory proteins
(3a, 3b, 5a, and 5b) (Boursnell et al., 1987). The S protein is cleaved
into the S1 and S2 subunits consisting of approximately 535 and 625
amino acids, respectively; of these, the S1 subunit is important in viral

adsorption to the cellular receptor and viral entry into the host cell, as
well as inducing neutralizing antibodies (Boursnell et al., 1987;
Cavanagh, 2007).

Although immunosuppression, concurrent infections, and in-
adequate biosecurity measures have been identified to be the causes of
vaccine failure in field conditions (Haghighat-Jahromi et al., 2008;
Hassan et al., 2016; Tarnagda et al., 2011), field IBV isolates could still
cause episodes of disease followed by a persistent infection in com-
mercial birds, in which these viruses appear to undergo continuous
genetic evolution, resulting in the generation of IBV variant progenies,
further complicating the effective control of this infection. The genetic
alterations found in the S1 gene and the corresponding protein of the
IBV variants involved in the field outbreaks may be able to change the
antigenicity, tissue tropism, and pathogenicity of these viruses when
they infect birds (Cavanagh, 2007; Toro et al., 2012). These genetic
changes may also influence the effectiveness of the host immune re-
sponse against these viruses and favor viral persistence.

Historically, the IBV Massachusetts and Connecticut serotypes were
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the first isolates discovered in the 1930s and 1950s, respectively
(Schalk and Hawn, 1931; Jungherr et al., 1956). Subsequently, a
number of serotypes/genotypes and other variants have been identified
and associated with disease outbreaks around the world (Cook et al.,
2012; De Wit et al., 2011). The classification of IBV genetic types have
been primarily performed without universal criteria regarding the no-
menclature, methods used to compare the viral molecular data, and the
precise genetic region that is to be analyzed. Consequently, groups of
genetically-related viruses have been assigned as a new genotype
and > 50 genotypes have been reported (De Wit et al., 2011). Recently,
a more definitive phylogeny-based classification system has been used
and six genotypes which included 32 lineages were originally dis-
tinguished by Valastro et al. (2016). Next new lineages GI-28 and GI-29
of GI genotype and even one new genotype (GVII) were recently added
(Chen et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019). This system
provides reliable reference sequences and lineage prototypes to guide
viral classification. Based on the criteria used in this classification
system, at least 16 lineages of IBV strains, including the GI-1 (Mass)
(Liu et al., 2006), GI-3 (Valastro et al., 2016), GI-4 (Valastro et al.,
2016), GI-5 (Valastro et al., 2016), GI-6 (Valastro et al., 2016), GI-7
(TW I and TW II) (Ma et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2016), GI-9 (Ark) (Han
et al., 2018), GI-13 (793/B, CR88, 4/91 or 1/96) (Han et al., 2011), GI-
16 (ck/CH/LDL/97I or Q1) (Liu et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2001), GI-18
(Valastro et al., 2016), GI-19 (LX4 or QX) (Liu and Kong, 2004), GI-22
(ck/CH/LSC/99I) (Liu et al., 2006), GI-28 (Chen et al., 2017), GI-29
(Jiang et al., 2017), GVI-1 (TC07–2) (Li et al., 2010), and GVII-1 (Ma
et al., 2019), as well as a number of recombinants have been isolated in
China (Xu et al., 2018).

Although the majority of such variants cause only transitory pro-
blems, which subsequently resolve or remain confined within a specific
geographical region, there are some variants that are able to persist and
spread to new regions where they continue to cause disease (de Wit
et al., 2011). IBV GVI-1 represents a genetically distinct lineage present
in Asia (Valastro et al., 2016). Strains of the GVI-1 lineage (also known
as the TC07–2 type in China) were believed to be first isolated and
identified in Guangxi province in China in 2007 during an outbreak of
respiratory disease and were designated as the Chinese New-Type (Li
et al., 2010). Later, viruses closely related to this lineage were also
isolated in the Republic of Korea in 2009, which were originally
grouped in the ‘Korean New Cluster II’ (Lim et al., 2012), and in Japan
in 2009 which were assigned to a group termed, JP-IV (Mase et al.,
2010), by partial sequencing of the S1 gene. To date, because no se-
quences of JP-IV-like S1 are available, it cannot be determined whether
the so-called “JP-IV strains” are included in GVI-1 or if they cluster into
a separate lineage (Valastro et al., 2016). Moreover, primary patho-
genicity results have revealed these strains to be of respiratory nature
(Li et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2012). Recently, a GVI-1 lineage virus,
KrD1515, isolated in 2015 in the Republic of Korea, was found to be a
Chinese TC07–2 IBV and a non-TC07–2 Korean IBV recombinant virus
that engages in respiratory tropism in chickens (Jang et al., 2018).
Although originally isolated 10 years ago, the origin of the GVI-1
viruses was unknown partially because no data currently exists re-
garding the analysis of complete genomic sequences of this lineage.

In this study, the complete genomes of six viruses belonging to the
GVI-1 lineage were determined and analyzed to elucidate the origin and
evolution of the viruses. Additionally, the pathogenicity, tissue tropism,
and serological relatedness were also examined to elucidate the disease
potential of this lineage.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Viruses

Six IBV GVI-1 viruses, ck/CH/LHB/110615 (LHB/110615), ck/CH/
LHB/110617 (LHB/110617), I0916/16, I1209/16, I0221/17, and
I0725/17, isolated in 2011, 2016, and 2017 in Hebei, Hunan, Guangxi,

Henan, and Fujian provinces in China, respectively, were used in this
study (Xu et al., 2018). All of the viruses originated from respiratory
disease in layers and broilers occurring at 25, 67, 34, and 65 days of
age. All IBV strains were propagated in 9-day-old specific pathogen-free
(SPF) embryonated chicken eggs to prepare the viral stocks before ti-
tration. The viral titers were determined using standard methods (Reed
and Muench, 1938) in 9-day-old SPF eggs.

2.2. Cloning and sequencing of the complete GVI-1 viral genomes

Viral genomic RNA from each of the six GVI-1 viruses was extracted
from the allantoic fluid with RNAiso Plus reagent (Takara Bio, Shiga,
Japan) and RT-PCR was performed using a One-step RT-PCR Kit
(Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan) following the manufacturer's protocol. The
primers previously used for amplifying the IBV genome (Liu et al.,
2013) were used in this study to amplify the entire genomes of the IBV
GVI-1 lineage. The reaction program was as follows: reverse tran-
scription at 50 °C for 30 min, 95 °C for 2 min; 30 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s,
55 °C–65 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 1 min; followed by 72 °C for 10 min. The
3′ and 5′ ends of the viral genomes were confirmed by rapid amplifi-
cation of cDNA ends (RACE) using a 3′/5’ RACE kit (Takara Bio, Shiga,
Japan) as previously described (Liu et al., 2013). Each of the resulting
PCR products representing the different fragments was purified by
agarose gel electrophoresis and a QIA quick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, California, USA), and was sequenced directly or cloned into a
pMD 18-T vector (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan). Sanger sequencing was
performed (Big Dye Terminator) and 3–5 clones of each PCR product
were sequenced to determine a consensus sequence for any given
genomic region. Open reading frame (ORF) predictions were carried
out using the ORF-finder program (https://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/
orffinder/), and the ORFs were compared with that of the GVI-1
virus, CK/CH/SD09/005.

2.3. Genotyping and analysis of the GVI-1 virus S1 gene/fragments

Phylogenetic trees were constructed using a dataset, including our
six IBV strains and 70 reference strains (including the TC07–2 strain)
representing the established genotypes and lineages (Chen et al., 2017;
Jiang et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019; Valastro et al., 2016) (Supplemen-
tary Table 1) using Mega version 6.0 software (http://www.
megasoftware.net/). The maximum likelihood method with the Ta-
mura-Nei substitution model and 1000 bootstrap replicates was used to
assess the robustness of the branches. An additional 44 complete S1
gene nucleotide sequences of the IBV strains were selected to construct
phylogenetic trees with our six strains and the 70 reference strains
(Supplementary Table 1). The S1 gene sequences of the 44 viruses were
available in the GenBank database and closely related to our six IBV
strains (> 92%) by BLAST analysis using the complete S1 gene se-
quence of our IBV strains. In total, 45 TC07–2-like sequences, including
37 from China, 7 from the Republic of Korea, and 1 from Vietnam were
included in this study. The percentage identity between the TC07–2-like
strains, and between the TC07–2-like strains and the representative
strains from each lineage based on the phylogenetic trees were calcu-
lated at both the nucleotide and amino acid level.

In addition, based on the results of the BLAST analysis in the
GenBank database using the S1 gene of our six GVI-1 viruses, it was
revealed that the IBV strains CO8089L and CO8091L from Colombia
shared a 96% amino acid identity with our six GVI-1 IBV strains. Hence,
the available 100 amino acid sequences at the N terminus of the S1
subunit of the spike protein of strains CO8089L and CO8091L were
selected to perform a pairwise comparison with those of the 45 TC07–2-
like strains using Multiple Alignment with Fast Fourier Transformation
(MAFFT) version v6 (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/).
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2.4. Analysis of GVI-1 virus complete genomes

To thoroughly compare the complete genomes of our six GVI-1
viruses, phylogenetic trees were constructed using a dataset, including
the complete genomes of our six GVI-1 strains and those of five re-
ference viruses of the GVI-1 lineage and 99 reference strains of other
lineages (Supplementary Table 1) (Chen et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017;
Ma et al., 2019; Valastro et al., 2016) from GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genbank/). The complete genomic sequences of our six IBV
strains and the 104 reference viruses were aligned using Clustal W, and
phylogenetic trees were constructed using both Mega version 6.0 soft-
ware (http://www.megasoftware.net/) using the maximum likelihood
method and the Clustal V method using DNAStar software (Liu et al.,
2006), respectively; the topology of the two methods was similar. In
addition, the complete genomic sequences of 11 GVI-1 viruses, in-
cluding the six in this study and five from the GenBank database were
analyzed using MAFFT version 6. The percentage identities between the
11 GVI-1 viruses were calculated.

2.5. Recombination analysis

Based on the results from the phylogenetic analysis, the complete
genomic sequence of strain YX10 (GI-19) were selected to compare with
those of 11 GVI-1 viruses to analyze the possible recombination events,
the probable parental viruses of the GVI-1 strains, and the likely re-
combination breakpoints using SimPlot version 3.5.1 (http://sray.med.
som.jhmi.edu/SCRopftware/simplot/) (Lole et al., 1999). The IBV
strain GX-YL5 was used as a query virus. The window width and step
size were set to 1000 bp and 100 bp, respectively. To confirm the re-
combination events that occurred in the genomes of the GVI-1 viruses,
three phylogenetic trees were constructed based on the results of the
SimPlot analysis for the nucleotide fragments 1–20,196 (5′ untranslated
region (UTR) to 3′ end of Gene 1); 20, 197–24,450 (3′ end of Gene 1 to
5′ end of Gene 3); and 24, 451–27,673 (5′ end of Gene 3 to 3’ UTR),
from six IBV strains, including three viruses (YX10, DY07, and P100) in
the GI-19 lineage, and three Mass strains (B17, H52 and H120) as an
outgroup.

The complete genomic sequences of the six GVI-1 viruses, LHB/
110615, LHB/110617, I0916/16, I1209/16, I0221/17, and I0725/17,
were deposited in GenBank under the accession numbers, MK574042,
MK574043, MK217374, MK217375, MK217372, and MK217373, re-
spectively.

2.6. Antigenic characterization of GVI-1 IBV strains by cross-virus
neutralization

Ethical approval to perform this study was obtained from the Ethical
and Animal Welfare Committee of Heilongjiang province, China
(License no. HSY-IACUC-2019-91). Five GVI-1 viruses, including LHB/
110615, I0916/16, I1209/16, I0221/17, and I0725/17, were used in
the cross-virus neutralization (VN) tests. The antiserum against each of
the viruses was prepared. Briefly, 25 SPF chickens were divided into
five groups. Five chickens in each group were maintained in separate
positive-pressure isolators and inoculated via the ocular-nasal route
with 103.5/0.1 mL median embryo infective doses (EID50) of each of the
virus at three weeks of age to produce monospecific antiserum against
each of the viruses used in this study. Three weeks later, the chickens in
each group were inoculated with 104.0 EID50 of the virus by the in-
tratracheal and intravenous routes. Blood was collected 3 weeks after
the last inoculation, the serum was harvested, pooled for each virus,
inactivated at 56 °C for 30 min, and stored at −70 °C for use in VN tests.

The VN tests were performed between the GVI-1 viruses using the β
procedure (constant virus diluted serum method). Each of the 100 EID50

of the virus were mixed with equal volumes of two-fold dilutions of the
antisera for 1 h and inoculated via the allantoic cavity route into five 9-
day-old SPF chicken eggs for one dilution. Neutralization indices were

used to calculate the antigenic relatedness value (r) between the viruses
using the Archetti and Horsfall (1950).

2.7. Pathogenicity of the GVI-1 viruses

Ethical approval to perform this study was obtained from the Ethical
and Animal Welfare Committee of Heilongjiang province, China
(License no. HSY-IACUC-2019-103). Six groups of 15 1-day-old SPF
chickens were used in this study. Chickens in groups 1 to 5 were in-
dividually inoculated with strains LHB/110615, I0916/16, I1209/16,
I0221/17, and I0725/17, respectively, via the ocular and nasal routes
with 200 μL of the virus, each containing approximately 104.0 EID50.
Group 6 served as an uninfected control. Respiratory rales, including
tracheal or/and nasal, were assessed by listening closely to each in-
dividual bird in each group at 5 and 8 days post infection (dpi), and
scored as: 0 (absent); 1 (mild); 2 (moderate); or 3 (severe) as described
previously (Han et al., 2018). At 5 dpi, five chickens from each group
were humanely killed and necropsied. Trachea and kidney samples
were collected and used for viral titration and detection of the IBV
antigen by immunohistopathology (IHC) (Gao et al., 2016), respec-
tively. The remaining birds in each group were investigated for another
20 days and the morbidity and mortality were recorded. The blood
samples were collected at 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 dpi from the re-
maining chickens in each group. IBV-specific IgG in the sera was de-
tected using a commercial IBV enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) kit (IDEXX Lab. Inc., Westbrook, Maine, USA) following the
manufacture's protocol.

2.8. Viral titration for the trachea and kidney tissues

Tissues from the trachea and kidneys were individually homo-
genized in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.2) and clarified by centrifugation at
8000 ×g for 5 min at 4 °C, filtered through 0.45 μm membranes as de-
scribed previously (Han et al., 2018). The IBVs were titrated in 9-day-
old embryonated SPF chicken eggs, and the EID50 was determined using
the Reed and Muench (1938).

2.9. Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The viral titers
were analyzed with a Student's t-test using GraphPad Prism for
Windows version 5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Differences
were considered significant if the p value was < 0.05 (⁎p < .05;
⁎⁎p < .01; ⁎⁎⁎p < .001).

3. Results

3.1. Genetic characteristics of the six GVI-1 viruses

The complete sequences of the S1 genes for the six GVI-1 viruses
were compared with each other and with the reference representatives
of specific lineages and genotypes available from GenBank. A phylo-
genetic analysis revealed that our six IBV strains were clustered to-
gether with strain TC07–2, which was isolated in 2007 in Guangxi
province (Li et al., 2010), 30 IBV strains from other provinces in China,
seven strains from the Republic of Korea, and one from Vietnam
(Fig. 1). Moreover, at both the nucleotide and deduced amino acid le-
vels, the GVI-1 viruses were most closely related to each other (> 92%),
irrespective of where the viruses were isolated. However, the viruses
were more distinct to representatives of other IBV lineages/genotypes
(< 75%), suggesting that IBV strains of the GVI-1 lineage may have
originated from the same ancestor and exhibited the greatest evolu-
tionary distance from all other lineages. Substitutions were also found
across the S1 gene of GVI-1 viruses when they were compared between
each other (Supplementary Fig. 1). Viruses of the GVI-1 lineage were
isolated in at least in nine provinces in China, the majority of which
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were isolated in Southeast China where the first GVI-1 strain, TC07–2,
was isolated in 2007 (Li et al., 2010) (Supplementary Fig. 2). In con-
trast, the GVI-1 viruses isolated in the Republic of Korea were classified
together in the phylogenetic tree and exhibited a close relationship
compared to the viruses isolated in other countries.

In this study, we found that the GVI-1 viruses showed a high se-
quence similarity with two IBV strains, CO8089L and CO8091L, which
were isolated in 2003 in Colombia (Alvarado et al., 2005) by using the
nucleotide BLAST search tool in the GenBank database with the S1
amino acid sequences from our six IBV strains. By further comparing
the available 100 amino acid sequences of the S1 subunit for strains
CO8089L and CO8091L, we found that only one amino acid residue
differed between CO8091L and strains TC07–2, LHB/110615, and LHB/
110617, which were located at the HVR1 (Fig. 2). In addition, four
amino acid residues differed between CO8089L and strains TC07–2,
LHB/110615, and LHB/110617, which were located at the HVR1 of the
S1 subunit and one of which was an insertion compared with those of
the other GVI-1 strains (Fig. 2).

3.2. GVI-1 viruses were possibly mosaics, displaying extensive genetic
diversity across the genome

As determined and compared with those of the five reference GVI-1
strains, the full-length genomes ranged in size for the different strains of

the same lineage (Supplementary Table 2). Moreover, deletions or in-
sertions were found in different genes or gene fragments in the genomes
of 11 GVI-1 viruses when they were compared with each other.
Interestingly, a 57-bp deletion was detected in the 3a gene of strain
I0221/17 (Fig. 3A), resulting in a frameshift event and a C-terminally
truncated protein with 33 amino acids (Fig. 3B). However, all six strains
included in this study and five reference GVI-1 viruses exhibited similar
genome organization with at least 10 ORFs: 5’-UTR-1a-1b-S (S1 and
S2)-3a-3b-3c (E)-M-5a-5b-N-3’-UTR (Supplementary Table 2), which is
typical of IBV strains.

Further identification by phylogenetic analysis showed that our six
GVI-1 strains were clustered into the same genetic group with five other
GVI-1 reference strains and separated from other distinct genetic groups
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Viruses in the GVI-1 lineage showed an identity
ranging from 94.0% (LHB/110615 and I1209/16) to 99.7% (LHB/
110615 and LHB/110617) between each other. Compared to the S and
Gene 3 regions, the mutations were found to be more extensive in other
regions across the genome (Fig. 4A, Supplementary Fig. 4). In general,
the complete genomic sequences of 11 GVI-1 viruses exhibited a close
genetic relationship with those of viruses in the GI-19, GI-28, GI-29, and
GVII-1 lineages in the phylogenetic tree. Comparatively, viruses in the
GVI-1 lineage displayed a somewhat higher identity with that of GI-19,
which ranged from 90.5% to 93.4%, compared with those of the GI-28,
GI-29, and GVII-1 lineages.

Fig. 1. Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of our six GVI-1 strains, other 39 GVI-1 strains, and 70 IBV reference strains based on the complete nucleotide sequences of S1
genes. Our six IBV strains are highlighted with a ★. The countries where the IBV strains were isolated, the GenBank accession numbers for each of the viruses, and the
years when the IBV strains were isolated are indicated in parentheses.
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In a Simplot analysis, viruses in the GVI-1 lineage were closely re-
lated to the viruses in the GI-19 lineage on fragments I and III, which
encompassed the 5’-UTR, nearly the entire Gene 1 sequence, and the
sequences from the M gene to the 3’-UTR, respectively, but shared a low

sequence similarity throughout the complete S and Gene 3 (Fig. 4A). A
number of phylogenetic trees were generated to describe the relation-
ship of the IBV strains based on the different gene fragments (Fig. 4B).
The phylogenetic trees revealed that viruses in the GVI-1 and GI-19

Fig. 2. Multiple alignments of the amino acid sequences at the N-terminus of the S1 subunit of the spike protein in 47 viruses of the GVI-1 lineage. The 47 GVI-1
strains included strains CO8089L and CO8091L which were isolated from Colombia and 45 GVI-1 strains included in Fig. 1. The 45 GVI-1 viruses included 37 isolated
in China, seven in the Republic of Korea, and one from Vietnam. The amino acid sequences of TC07–2 are listed and only the amino acids that differed from those of
TC07–2 are shown. The sequences that contained the hypervariable region 1 are indicated in bold. The deleted nucleotides are represented as “–”. The sequences of
CK/CH/2014/QL1403, LHB/110615, LHB/110617, CK/CH/HN10/05, CK/CH/GD/KP10, and ck/CH/IBTZ/2012 share an identical sequence with that of TC07–2;
hence, only the TC07–2 sequence is listed in the alignment. The CK/CH/GX/YL1501–2, CK/CH/HuB/HC1402–1, CK/CH/GX/NN16–11, GX-QZ130064, and GX-
QZ130065 sequences are identical and only the sequence for CK/CH/GX/YL1501–2 is shown. IBV strains K/CH/GX/NN11–4, GX-NN120079, CK CH GD YX1101, and
GX-NN09032 had the same sequences and the sequence of K/CH/GX/NN11–4 is presented. The sequences of VNUA11, I0221/17, and CK/CH/GD/XX16–9 were
identical and the sequence of VNUA11 is shown. The sequence pairs of CK CH HB HC1104 and CK/CH/HB/2016, I0916/16 and CK/CH/GX/GL16, GX-NN120084
and GX-NN120089, CK/CH/GX/NN16–2 and GXNanningHuangdajiu2016.8, as well as K23/10 and K46/10 are identical, and only each sequence of the former
viruses are listed, respectively, in this alignment. The GenBank accession numbers for the S1 gene sequences of the viruses are the same as those presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. The alignments for the nucleotide (A) and amino acid (B) sequences of ORFs 3a and flanking sequences of our six GVI-1 strains in the present study. The
sequences of strain LHB/110615 are listed, and only nucleotide sequences/amino acid residues differing from those of LHB/110615 are depicted. The start codons of
the 3a and 3b genes are highlighted in bold and the stop codons of the spike and 3a genes are highlighted in italics. A deletion (represented as “–”) in the ORF3a of
I0221/17 resulted in a truncated 3a protein.
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Fig. 4. Recombination events in the genome of GVI-1 strains. A Simplot analysis was performed to detect recombination within the genomes (A). The complete
genomic sequence of the GX-YL5 strain was used as the query sequence in the SimPlot analysis. The window width and step size were set to 1000 bp and 100 bp,
respectively. The grey region shows the spike gene and Gene 3 sequences of the GVI-1 viruses. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using different nucleotide
fragments based on the results of the SimPlot analysis (B). The GenBank accession numbers for the S1 gene sequences of the viruses are the same as those presented in
Supplementary Fig. 3.
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lineages belonged to the same clades based on fragments I and III;
however, the GVI-1 viruses differed from those of the GI-19 lineage
based on fragment II (Fig. 4B). These data suggested that the GVI-1
viruses emerged as a result of a replacement of the spike gene and Gene
3 sequences in an YX10-like strain of GI-19 lineage through re-
combination. The YX10-like strain is one of the parental viruses. An-
other is an unidentified virus from which the spike gene and Gene 3
sequences were derived.

Strains LHB/110615 and LHB/110617 showed high sequence
identities based on both S1 gene and the complete genome, thus only
LHB/110615 was used in the following VN and pathogenicity tests.

3.3. Antigenic characterization of the GVI-1 viruses using cross-virus
neutralization tests

We achieved titers of 104.5/0.1 mL EID50 for strain LHB/110615,
104.2/0.1 mL EID50 for strain I0916/16, 104.6/0.1 mL EID50 for strain
I1209/16, 104.4/0.1 mL EID50 for strain I0221/17 and 105.4/0.1 mL
EID50 for strain I0725/17. VN tests were performed to evaluate the
antigenic characterization and differences between our five GVI-1
viruses. The VN titers between virus pairs of the GVI-1 lineage are listed
in Table 1. The antigenic relatedness value calculated using the Archetti
and Horsfall (1950) formula indicated that the antigenic relatedness
value was 94.9% between LHB/110615 and I0221/17, indicating that
the two strains were the same serotype. Other strains shared
9.4%–37.5% antigenic relatedness values between each other, which
was < 50%, implicating distinct antigenicity.

3.4. GVI-1 viruses exhibited comparable pathogenicity in one-day-old SPF
chickens

No mortality was recorded among the trials. Mild to moderate re-
spiratory signs were detected in chickens inoculated with the five GVI-1
viruses during the 25 days of monitoring (Fig. 5). The clinical signs
appeared three days after infection. All chickens challenged with the
five GVI-1 strains exhibited similar clinical signs (e.g., depression and
ruffled feathers; tracheal rales, sneezing, and gasping) in some of the
birds in each group, whereas the control chickens remained healthy
throughout the experiment. The severity of the clinical signs was
comparable between the challenge groups, although the clinical signs in
the group infected with I0725/17 were slightly more severe compared
to those in the other GVI-1 virus-infected groups. The clinical signs
disappeared 12 days after challenge.

Nearly all the five chickens infected with each of the five GVI-1
lineage viruses developed mild, serous, or catarrhal exudates in the
trachea at 5 dpi, as observed in the chickens infected with most of the
IBV strains (Cavanagh, 2007). None of the birds in the negative control
group exhibited obvious tracheal lesions at 5 dpi. No obvious gross
lesions were observed in the kidneys of the infected chickens, and they
were comparable to those of the negative control birds.

The antibody response induced by infection with the five GVI-1
strains was detectable by an ELISA in only two or three birds at 16 dpi
(Table 2). At 24 dpi, antibodies were detectable in the majority of the

infected birds. The chickens in the negative control group had no de-
tectable antibody response at any of the observed timepoints.

3.5. GVI-1 viruses displayed an affinity for the respiratory tract

In the trachea, the average viral titers were comparable for the five
GVI-1 viruses at 5 dpi, which varied from 2 to 3 log10 in the present
study (Fig. 6). The titer of the I0221/17 strain in the trachea of infected
chickens was moderately higher compared to those of the other GVI-1
viruses. Although replication in the kidneys was observed in some of
the chickens infected with strains LHB/110615, I1209/16, I0221/17,
and I0725/17, the average titers were < 0.25 log10. Moreover, IBV
replication was not detected in the kidneys of chickens infected with
strain I0916/16. No virus was detected in any of the tracheas or kidneys
of the negative control birds.

IBV antigen expression was detected in mucosal epithelial cells in
the tracheas of all five of the GVI-1-infected chickens at 5 dpi (Fig. 7);
however, no viral antigens were detected in the kidneys of the corre-
sponding chickens (data not shown). In comparison, antigen-positive
epithelial cells were more intensely labeled in the chickens infected
with strain I0221/17. No viral antigens were detected in the tracheas or
kidneys of the negative control chickens. Taken together, these results
suggested that the GVI-1 viruses in this study showed an affinity for the
respiratory tract and were determined to be non-nephropathogenic
strains.

4. Discussion

The IBV GVI-1 lineage was considered to be detected for the first
time in China in 2007 (Li et al., 2010) and was previously believed to be
an indigenous Asian lineage because the viruses in this lineage were
strictly geographically confined to Asia (Valastro et al., 2016). A deep
molecular investigation of the GVI-1 viruses isolated in different parts
of the world has led to speculation regarding the origin of this lineage,
as two IBV isolates (CO8089L and CO8091L) were detected in Colombia
in 2003 (Alvarado et al., 2005). Moreover, this discovery was made 4
years before TC07–2 was isolated and was found to be closely related to
the sequences of GVI-1 viruses isolated in other countries, suggesting
that strains CO8089L and CO8091L may be ancestors of the GVI-1
lineage. Despite the fact that only a small part of the S1 gene is cur-
rently available for the CO8089L and CO8091L strains, the sequence
analysis of the S1 gene fragment alone was not sufficient to confirm or
deny this hypothesis. This finding was very similar to the case of the GI-
16 lineage (ck/CH/LDL/97I or Q1 genotype), which was believed to
have originated in China in 1996, after which it subsequently spread
worldwide (Valastro et al., 2016). However, recent studies have re-
vealed a close relationship between the sequences of the GI-16 lineage
and IBV strain 624I that had circulated in Italy in the early 1990s
(Laconi et al., 2019). Further studies have demonstrated that after its
emergence at the beginning of the XX century, GI-16 was able to persist
until today in Italy (Franzo et al., 2018). In the late 1980s, GI-16 mi-
grated to Asia, which became the primary nucleus for further spread to
the Middle East, Europe, African countries, and especially South
America, likely through multiple introduction events (Franzo et al.,
2018). For the GVI-1 lineage, further studies that monitor, isolate, and
sequence more complete genomes of the GVI-1 strains from different
countries may provide insight into the origin and evolution of the GVI-1
viruses. However, irrespective of where and when it originated, the
GVI-1 lineage has spread worldwide (detected in at least five countries
including Colombia, China, Korea, Japan, and Vietnam).

Seven genotypes which together comprise 35 distinct IBV lineages
are recognized worldwide (Chen et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017; Ma
et al., 2019; Valastro et al., 2016). The constant emergence of new IBV
types was believed to be the result of insertions, deletions, point mu-
tations, and recombination events in the IBV genome, especially in the
S1 subunit, since specific IBV serotypes and neutralization epitopes

Table 1
The antigenic relatedness values (r) of the virus neutralization tests between
viruses in the GVI-I lineage (serum dilution using a constant amount of virus).

Virus Serum

LHB110615 I0916/16 I1209/16 I0221/17 I0725/17

LHB110615 100% 9.4% 11.4% 94.9% 27.7%
I0916/16 100% 10.7% 15.6% 14.7%
I1209/19 100% 37.5% 29.7%
I0221/17 100% 26.0%
I0725/17 100%
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have been mapped in the S1 subunit (Kant et al., 1992; Koch et al.,
1990). Moreover, extensive amino acid sequence variability of the spike
protein S1 subunit was found and the S1 subunit shows a high sequence
diversity (up to 50% among different genotypes) among IBV strains

(Kusters et al., 1987, 1989; Toro et al., 2012). Interestingly, the S1 gene
sequences were somewhat conserved among the viruses in the GVI-1
lineages, compared to those of other genes or regions in the genomes.
The findings of the present study demonstrated that the GVI-1 viruses
emerged as a result of a replacement of the spike gene and Gene 3
sequences in an YX10-like strain of GI-19 lineage through recombina-
tion. Therefore, it is likely that not all the viruses in the GVI-1 lineage
were derived from a common ancestor that originated from a re-
combination event between an YX10-like strain of GI-19 lineage and an
unidentified strain. In contrast, recombination may occur in separate
events between unidentified viruses and different GI-19 strains with
variable genomic sequences. It is important to note that the potential
parent, an IBV strain of GI-19 lineage, represented the most prevalent
lineage, believed to have initially originated in China, and has not been
detected in Colombia to date (Cook et al., 2012). Hence, any re-
combination events likely occurred in China between strains of GI-19
lineage and CO8089L/CO8091L-like viruses following the introduction
of CO8089L/CO8091L-like viruses from Colombia by unknown routes.
Consequently, the unidentified viruses should be Colombian CO8089L/
CO8091L-like viruses, which were derived in Colombia and subse-
quently introduced into China. Similarly, the IBV strain, KrD1515, was
isolated from Korea in 2015, found to be of the TC07–2/GVI-I lineage,
and considered to have originated from a recombination event (Jang

Fig. 5. Respiratory symptoms were detected at 5 and 8 dpi in chickens infected with five GVI-1 viruses. The mean score was calculated from individual scores based
on the severity of the respiratory symptoms detected in individual chickens.

Table 2
Overview of the results of the challenge tests using our four IBV strains.

Group Morbidity Mortality Antibody response

4 da 8 d 12 d 16 d 20 d 24 d

LHB/110615 8/10 0/10 0/10b 0/10 0/10 2/10 5/10 8/10
I0916/16 10/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 1/10 4/10 9/10 9/10
I1209/16 8/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 1/10 1/10 3/10 5/10
I0221/17 9/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 3/10 5/10
I0725/17 9/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 3/10 5/10 8/10 9/10
Negative control 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10

a Days after challenge.
b Number of chickens that seroconverted/the number of chickens tested.

Fig. 6. Replication of five GVI-1 strains in the trachea and kidney of chickens at
5 dpi. Viral titration was performed by inoculating 9-day-old embryonated,
specific pathogen-free eggs through the allantoic route. Data are expressed as
the mean ± standard deviation.
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Fig. 7. A detection of the IBV antigen by immunohistochemical analysis in the trachea of chickens at 5 dpi following an infection with the IBV GVI-1 strains (A and B
for I0221/17, C and D for I0725/17, E and F for I0916/16, G and H for I1209/16, and I and J for LHB/110615).
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et al., 2018); the authors did not analyze the sequences of the CO8089L
and CO8091L strains and concluded that the KrD1515 virus was a re-
combinant virus between a Chinese TC07–2 and a non-TC07–2 Korean
IBV. These results suggested that the recombination events of the GVI-1
viruses in China and Korea occurred independently. Therefore, we can
predict that the CO8089L/CO8091L-like strains were independently
introduced from Colombia to China and Korea, and they were most
likely the common parental viruses of the GVI-1 viruses isolated from
both countries. Whether this is also the case for the emergence and
evolution of GVI-1 viruses in other Asian countries requires further
confirmation. This hypothesis can be confirmed by the availability and
analysis of the complete genomic sequences of the CO8089L/CO8091L-
like strains in Colombia and GVI-1 viruses in Asian countries. Increasing
evidence shows that the circulation of many “novel” genotypes and
lineages often predate their first identification (Franzo et al., 2017,
2018). This is likely also the case of the GVI-1 lineage. Thus, we
speculate that some of the so called “emerging” genotypes may actually
be ancient genetic groups that have not been correctly identified or
classified (Franzo et al., 2018).

Based on the VN results, strains LHB/110615 and I0221/17 were
found to be of the same serotype and shared 94.9% antigenic related-
ness; however, despite the comparative sequence conservation of the S1
subunit for the GVI-1 viruses in this study, obvious antigenic diversity
was also found. This has also been reported in other viruses which were
found to belong to the same lineage but displayed different antigenicity
(Gelb Jr et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2016; Nix et al., 2000). As the main
antigenic viral protein containing epitopes for neutralization (Cavanagh
and Davis, 1986; Cavanagh et al., 1986b, 1986c; Kant et al., 1992; Koch
et al., 1990), only a few changes in the amino acid composition in the
S1 portion of the virus spike protein, especially within the hypervari-
able regions, may contribute to the altered antigenicity of the viruses
(Cavanagh et al., 1992); however, the precise locations of these changes
are difficult to access. In the present study, because amino acid sub-
stitutions were observed in the S1 subunits of the GVI-1 viruses at both
the HVRs and sequences encoding the neutralizing epitopes, these
substitutions may account for such antigenic changes.

Despite the different sites of recombination in the genomes of the
IBV strains that have been reported, the recombination events that
occurred in the IBV gene encoding the spike protein may potentially
cause antigenic, pathogenic, and tissue tropism changes, possibly even
a host shift event, which could lead to the emergence of a novel IBV
genotype or avian coronaviruses. It has been proposed that the emer-
gence of coronaviruses in turkeys (Hughes, 2011; Jackwood et al.,
2010) and guinea fowl (Brown et al., 2016) resulted from recombina-
tion events involving IBVs and an unidentified coronavirus that donated
a spike gene that encoded a protein of low amino acid identity to those
of IBVs. These recombinations have resulted in a host shift from
chickens to turkeys and guinea fowl, respectively. For turkey cor-
onaviruses, such recombination has also resulted in an altered tissue
tropism of the virus from the upper respiratory tract to the intestine.
Recently, a novel genotype (GVII-1) (Ma et al., 2019) and lineages (GI-
28 and GI-29) (Chen et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017) of IBVs have been
found to have emerged in China, which were derived from re-
combination events that led to the replacement of the complete spike
gene between IBVs. In some cases, recombination events have resulted
in changes in tissue tropism from nephropathogenicity to an affinity for
the respiratory tract of chickens (Ma et al., 2019), compared to the
deduced parental virus. This was also the case for viruses of the GVI-1
lineage, which displayed respiratory tropism in chickens in this study
and for virus isolated in the Republic of Korea (Jang et al., 2018);
however, the deduced parental viruses exhibited obvious ne-
phropathogenesis in chickens (Ma et al., 2019). Interestingly, the
commercial broilers where the CO8089L and CO8091L strains were
isolated only exhibited the presence of respiratory disease (Alvarado
et al., 2005). In China, nephropathogenic IBV strains (Chen et al., 2017;
Han et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017) of different

serotypes have been reported to represent the predominant health
problems affecting poultry. However, the wide prevalence of re-
combinant GVI-1 viruses which display an affinity for the respiratory
tract complicated the epidemiology of IBV in China.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2019.103942.
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